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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Neptun is in the market of glass processing machines with manufacturing solutions that have been reviewed in terms of performances, reliability,
quality and with patented process innovations that are unique at international level.

Horizontal “Tornado”, as well as vertical “LV Top” and “Superinox” washing machines, all available in different versions, are reliable and simple to use,
thoroughly designed and conceived for the businesses that need effective machines from washing and drying points of view.

Vertical “Promax” machining centres for bevelling and grinding operations, and “Drillmax” machining centres for drilling and cutting operations: they are
flexible machines, which are characterised by comprehensive functionalities, high performances and high technology content.

“Rock” is the new straight grinder: it is available in the versions with 8 and 11 grinding wheels, with low cost of ownership and equipped with an
innovatory numerical control system. It is particularly suitable for the businesses that need quality, strength and long duration of mechanical
components. 
The straight grinders that belong to the Rock range, thanks to the innovatory patented “Edge to Shape” solution, can grind the edges by controlling the
final dimension of the plates, also in terms of squaring.  
Rock, equipped with the ETS fitting-out, goes beyond the concept of conventional machine and evolves to become a numerical control machine in all
respects, thus becoming a good alternative for the processing operations that, up to the present day, could only be carried out by two-way or CNC
machining centres. 
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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